Saturday, March 30 (SEASONAL OPENING)
- Combined nature/geology walk and talk with Nel and Dane 1000 - 1130
- FS biologist on site with skulls, pelts, and live snakes 1000 - 1400
- Smokey Bear and Engine 1000 - 1200

Saturday, April 20 (FULL MOON)
- Nature walk with Dane 1000 - 1130
- Introduction to local hiking trails with Nel upon request
- L. A. Astronomical Society onsite with telescopes 1900 -

Saturday, May 4 (BIRD DAY LA and NEW MOON)
- Birding events to be announced

Saturday, May 18 (FULL MOON)
- Native Walk with Dane 1000 - 1300
- Introduction to local hiking trails with Nel upon request
- Moon presentation and moonlight hike with Nel and Dane 1900 -

Sunday, May 26 (MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND)
- Combined nature/geology walk and talk with Dane and Nel 1000 - 1130
- FS biologist on site with skulls, pelts, and live snakes 1000 - 1400
- Smokey Bear and Engine 1000 - 1200

Saturday, June 8 (NATIONAL GET OUTDOORS DAY)
- Combined nature/geology walk and talk with Nel and Dane 1000 - 1130
- FS biologist on site with skulls, pelts, and live snakes 1000 - 1400
- Smokey Bear and Engine 1000 - 1200

Saturday, June 15 (FULL MOON)
- Nature walk with Dane 1000 - 1130
- Introduction to local hiking trails with Nel upon request
- Moon presentation and moonlight hike with Nel and Dane 1900 -

Sunday, July 6 (INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION)
- Combined nature/geology walk and talk with Dane and Nel 1000 - 1130
- FS biologist on site with skulls, pelts, and live snakes 1000 - 1400
- Smokey Bear and Engine 1000 - 1200
L. A. Astronomical Society on site with telescopes 1900 -

Saturday, July 20
Nature walk with Dane 1000 - 1130
Introduction to local hiking trails with Nel upon request

Saturday, August 10 (SMOKEY’S BIRTHDAY/ANFFLA DAY)
Combined nature/geology walk and talk with Dane and Nel 1000 - 1130
FS biologist on site with skulls, pelts, and live snakes 1000 - 1400
Smokey Bear and Engine 1000 - 1200

Saturday, August 17 (FULL MOON)
Nature walk with Dane 1000 - 1130
Introduction to local hiking trails with Nel upon request
L. A. Astronomical Society on site with telescopes 1900 -

Sunday, September 1 (LABOR DAY WEEKEND)
Combined nature/geology walk and talk with Dane and Nel 1000 - 1130
FS biologist on site with skulls, pelts, and live snakes 1000 - 1400
Smokey Bear and Engine 1000 - 1200

Saturday, September 14 (FULL MOON)
Moon presentation and moonlight hike with Nel and Dane 1900 -

September 28 (NATIONAL PUBLIC LANDS DAY/ NEW MOON)
Nature Walk with Dane 1000 - 1130
Local hikes presentation with Nel upon request
L. A. Astronomical Society on site with telescopes 1900 -